Abstract. In this note, we construct and study Segal algebras from three important operators on Euclidean spaces -the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function, the Hilbert transform, and the Sobolov operator.
0. Introduction. Throughout this article, we denote by G a locally compact abelian group with dual group T, T the circle group, and En the «-dimensional Euclidean space.
For the convenience of the readers, we recall some definitions: 0.1 Definition. A linear space S of LX(G) is called a homogeneous Banach space if S is a Banach space under some norm || ||s > || ||Li, which has the properties:
(H-l) If/E Sandx E G, then
/x(v)=/(v-x)ES and |£|5-|/|* (H-2) The map x -» fx is a continuous map of G into S.
With the aid of vector-valued integrals, it may be shown that S is a Banach algebra in LX(G), which we call a homogeneous Banach algebra. If S is dense in LX(G), it is called a Segal algebra. For fundamental results on these algebras, see Reiter [3] , [4] , and Wang [7] . 0.2. Definition. A homogeneous Banach algebra S on G is character invariant if yf E S for all / E S, y E T, where y/(x) = (x, y)/(x) for all x E G. 0.3. Definition. A homogeneous Banach algebra S has weak factorization if for every / E S, there are g" . . . , gn, A,, . . . , h" E S such that / = 2"_, & * K 1. Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. Given a function/ E Lp(En), 1 < p < oo, the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function mf of /is defined at x by each/ E Mp by MI-ll/lU'+IKIL,.
then || || is a norm on Mp, since ms is a sublinear operator and the //-norm is norm preserving. Let (/") be a Cauchy sequence in Mp. Then /" -»/ is the L'-norm for some/in Lx(En). For e > 0 there exists a positive integer N such that || m, fn-fm'lL'1 < e whenever n, m > N. Without loss of generality we may assume/, converges to/almost everywhere.
We have, for m > N, We thus obtain:
1.1. Theorem. Mp(E"), 1 < p < oo, and M"(Tn), I < p < oo, is a Segal algebra, where Tn is the n-torus.
The maximal functions of Hardy-Littlewood control the estimates of Hilbert transforms and many others. I'l For 1 < p < oo, let //'(Tí!) be the space of all/ E ¿'(Ti,) with/ E ¿'(Ti,). Define Ml-ML.+11/IL, (/£"')• Since ~ is linear, || || is a norm. Let (/") be a Cauchy sequence in Hp. Take / E L\EX), g E L»(EX) such that_ ||/" -/||L. -»0 and ||/" -g||L, ^0. We have ||/n -/||L» -* 0 and / sgn x fn -* g in the sense of distributions. Therefore / sgn x f = g, or / = g. Therefore Hp is complete. Recall that (fx) = (f)x, Lx n LP(EX) c H" for 1 < p < oo, but if / E LX(EX), / > 0, then / E LX(EX) (see Stein [6, p. 48] ). We obtain: 2.1. Theorem. Hp(Ex), 1 <p < oo, is a Segal algebra, but HX(EX) is a non-Segal homogeneous Banach algebra.
The story of Hilbert transform on the circle group T is somewhat different. Given a function/ E LX(T), the Hilbert transform/of/is defined at x by 1 r t f(x) = lim x-I fix -t) cot -r dt.
In this case, if/log+|/| E LX(T), then/ E LX(T). We have 2.2. Theorem. Hp(T), 1 < /» < oo, is a Segal algebra.
Remarks, (i)
For/ E LP(EX), I <p < oo,/(r) = -i sgn(t)f(t) in the sense of distributions. Therefore -f = for HP(EX) = Lx n LP(EX) for 1 < /» < oo. We conclude that HP(EX), 1 </» < oo, is character invariant.
(ii) Let / E H' with f(-t)¥" 0. Then -i sgn(x)/(x -r) is discontinuous at 0, or e"xf(x) £ Hx. Therefore HX(EX) is not character invariant.
One more important operator on Euclidean spaces comes to our attention:
3. Sobolov spaces. For 1 < p < oo, k a positive integer, denote by S£(En) the space of all functions/in LX(E") with 9a//oxa E Lp(En) for 0 < \a\ < k.
For/ E S£, define Hence/(a) = aa//3xa or S)f is complete. It is easy to see that Tf = (Tf)x and that the space of testing functions is contained in S£. We obtain:
3.1. Theorem. Sg(E") is a Segal algebra.
We call Sg(En) the Sobolov algebra. Meanwhile two variant forms of Sobolov algebras are often considered: (I) For a positive integer k, the space Af(E") of all functions / in LX(E") with tkf(t) E Lp(En) for 1 < p < oo, under the norm ||/|| = ||/||¿i + ||f*/||í.p-(II) For a real number s, the space B'(E") of all functions/in L\E") with (1 + \t\2)s/2f(t) E L2(En) under the norm 11/11 = ||/||L, + ||(1 +la^llz.-There are closed relationships among the spaces Ag, Bs and the Sobolov algebra Sp just proved: |, A) , x E G, we havefx E 5(£, A) and ||/J| = ||/||. We claim that x ->fx is continuous. For e > 0 there are I, H E A such that %f = I + H, || 7/1| < e/8, and x -> x7 is continuous. Choose a neighborhood U of 0 in G with ||x7 -/||M < e/4 and ||/x -f\\s < e/4 whenever x E U.
We have ||/x -/|| < e whenever x E U. Therefore 5(£, A) is a homogeneous Banach space. Since P(LX) c 5(4, A), 5(£, ^4) is a Segal algebra.
The following Segal algebra given by Goldberg [2] and Riemersma [5] is a special case of Theorem 3.4. 5. One of the most interesting features of Segal algebras is the richness of examples. We would like to point out here that the methods described can be used to investigate known Segal algebras.
As a result of Segal algebras, approximations to the identity in some important function spaces related to the operators mentioned can be easily derived.
